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1-1 What is world of Tanks?

World of Tanks is a free to play MMORPG (Massive Multi Online Role Playing Game) centred
around using a tank instead of your typical character.  Like all most MMORPG's you start of with
basic equipment and items and work your way up to different rolls and classes. You earn both
credits and experience for use to upgrade your tank(s) and become better, or more superior.

How are battles preformed

Unlike most MMORPG's World of Tank isn't a large open world, you have a garage you enter before
every battle where you can adjust your vehicle, items, crews and then enter a game via a lobby and it
places you in a game with other players, typically 15v15, battles are won with a last man standing
scenarios, base capture or a draw if the timer runs out.

1-2 The Garage & Interface

The garage is the main interface you enter when loading the game, all information about your
statistics, tanks, crews, money and weapons are stored here.

Starting left to right, top to bottom 
1: Menu Button: access settings, options and exit the game.
2: Users/Battles: shows the number of users and battles currently online and happening.
3: Battle Button: click to enter a game, arrow tab bellow gives more options.
4: Garage: This is the Main screen, shows your currently selected tank and your tanks available to
use
5: Depot: Shows a screen that gives access to all the items you own.
6: Store: Shows a screen which gives you the option to manually buy new tanks, guns, engines.
upgrades and parts etc.
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7: Statistics: Shows your in game statistics on a new screen, how well your doing, total XP earnt
and victories etc.
8: Tech Tree: Brings up the tech tree and shows tanks which are/can be available, more on this later
9: Barracks: Shows your barracks, tank crews and allows purchase of additional training.
10: Tank Health: The bar indicates your tanks health and also gives the option to repair with the
cost.
11: Premium Account: This shows how long you have left of a premium account and allows it to
be extended, more on this later.
12: Exchange Gold: This allows you to exchange gold for in game currency (credits) More on this
later.
13: Research: This opens the research panel for the tank selected, allows you to quickly upgrade
your currently selected tank.
14: Tank Statistics: This shows your tank statistics, health, armour, speed, damage, penetration and
all information required.
15: Tank Components:  This shows your currently equipped guns, engines and upgrades on the
particular tank selected, click on the item to quickly change or buy new items for the currently
equipped tank.
16: Ammunition: This shows the types of ammo available, the bar indicates how much you have
loaded. Click one of the ammunition types to bring up a box where you can manually buy and
chooses the types you want, alternatively select “auto resupply” to equip your previously loaded
combination.
17: Upgrades: Here you have three spaces to buy different upgrades which increase the
performance of the tank, cammo nets for extra hiding ability, rammers for faster reloading etc.
18: One off bonuses: Here you can equip one off bonuses, some work for a whole battle, some
work temporary, once these are bought and uses you must buy/replace this with a new one.
19: Tank Selection: Displays your currently owned tanks and allows you to buy extra garage space.
20: Channels/Contacts: This displays the chat channels/rooms available and a list of your
friends/contacts, next to these are currently the rooms you are in.
21: Invitations/Transaction History: First tab shows invitations you receive from friends or people
who add you to platoons, the second details all your transactions in the game, upgrades bought,
ammo bought, credits earnt.

1-3 Credits & Gold:

There are two main types of money in World of Tanks, Credits are in game currency and earnt in the
game with battles, this is the standard type of money and most common, Gold is bought with real
life currency, as the game is free2play it is supported by micropayments which are the payments for
the gold. Gold allows you to access premium accounts, premium items (special ammo) and tanks
and also allows you to train your crews quickly.
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1-4 Experience & Research:

Experience is used to unlock new items, tanks and upgrades within the game. There are two types of
experience within the game.

Silver/Normal experience:

This experience makes up the bulk of your experience throughout the game, it is tank associated
which means you can only used this experience with the tank you earnt it with unless Elite status is
achieved (elite status is once you've researched all items for the tank means you can use spare
experience to train up crews quicker or transfer to gold/free experience

Gold/Free experience:

This experience is a small amount of what you earn and can be used on any tank or item within the
tree, however do not waste this as it is not as common as silver/normal exp.

To research first bring up the tech tree and select the tank you wish to research.

Once there you have the tank you wish up you'll see items to research, new, unresearched items will
have a number next to them, this is how much it costs to research this item/tank. Top right shows
your total research available (free & normal) click the item to research it.
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1-5 The Store:

This area in the garage is where you can buy everything you could ever wish for, for your tank.
Guns, Engines, Ammunition, Radios and more can be purchased here.

You've got options on the side to search for different sections, Vehicles, Modules (parts of tanks),
Shells, Equipment & Consumables. Some items may not be for purchase if you haven't researched
them yet.

Please also be careful, you may be able to buy some items in the store but they may not be
compatible with your tank, always check the compatibility list on the item before purchasing them
or better yet buy through the garage directly.
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1-6 Depot

The Depot gives you access to all your current tanks, items and extras, it will tell you if the item is
on a vehicle or not and give you similar options as the store, with the added one of selling old items
and tanks for credits.

1-7 Crews & The Barracks:

Crews are a vital part to any tank, the higher you train your crews, the better they become, firing
faster, spotting tanks quicker, aiming quicker, a highly trained crew can save your life and win the
game for you
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So here we have a crew of 100%, this can be acquired two ways. Firstly by battles your crew will
gain % and eventually become 100%, the second way is to purchase training, this is done two ways,
a large sum of credits to get you most of the way or the use of gold to get your crew to 100%,

Once a crew is at 100% you can also choose a secondary skill to train, at the moment these consist
of Camouflage, Repair or Fire fighting. These again increase how well your crew and your tank
perform in a battle.

1-8 Premium Accounts

Premium accounts are purchased with in game gold, which in turn is purchased with real life
currency.  Premium accounts give you double XP and double credits for each battle you fight in.
therefore with a premium account you progress faster through the tanks and also earn more for new
shiny toys.

A question I've been asked often is “when this goes live will it be worth going premium?”
If you ask my opinion, and I guess by reading my guide you are at least interested in it, then the
answer is YES. Once you go up to the higher tiers it becomes harder to cover a tanks running cost,
With a premium account, even if you lose, you normally more than cover the costs. Also it shows a
level of thanks to the developers, Wargaming.net. This game is being offered to us free of charge
and the costs for this must be staggering so yes. I believe in two ways premium accounts are worth
it.

2-1 Controls (Basic)

One thing for me which makes World of Tanks a success is the simplicity of the controls, many tank
based games requires a million commands and hot keys which puts of a lot of players. With World
of Tanks you get full control of your tank with the most basic of commands,
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2-2 Controls (Advanced)

Obviously you will find yourself in the need for some more advanced controls, communication,
ammo changes and even look in a direction without moving your turret, here are the more advanced
controls for World of Tanks,

Additional Combat Controls

Communication Controls
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H.U.D / Gun Interface

3-1 Nations

At present there are two nations in World of Tanks, Germany & The Soviet Union. Which to choose
depends on several factors, as the tanks follow real life as much as possible it isn't as simple as “A is
better than B” However there are a few key differences which will be explained through this
chapter.

3-2 Classes

There are five classes in World of Tanks, each of these tanks are suppose to cover different rolls in
the game,

Light Tanks – These are fast, agile tanks which are perfect for scouting behind enemy lines and
knocking their all important artillery out. They sacrifice armour and weaponry for their speed, whilst
you may not rack up the kills with a Light Tank you'll not be short of XP as long as you scout
correctly.

Main differences between Soviet & German light tanks are the following. Whilst not always the
case the German tanks seem to have slightly better armour than the soviet counterparts, as well ass
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better mobility. The soviets counter this with better overall top speed and better weaponry.

German:
Better armour
Better mobility

Soviets:
Better top speed
Better weaponry

Now whist this is a generalisation, it isn't always the case. There are a few exceptions to this rule.

Medium Tanks – These are medium sized and armoured tanks, which on later models can be armed
with high powered guns. Medium tanks keep a good balance between speed, agility as well as
protection, whilst not as heavily armoured as the heavy tank they can move faster and catch the
flanks easier. Medium tanks are best used as support to Heavy tanks, covering the flanks of the
heavies and watching the rear. 

Main differences between Soviet & German Medium tanks are mostly the following. Soviet tanks
whilst generally having better and thicker sloping armour, the Germans have a higher HP limit,
Speed is generally similar but the Soviets take a slight edge but as with light tanks the Germans
fight back with better mobility & turning circles, Weapon wise they're pretty equal, Germans slightly
less damage but a general higher Rate of fire, Germans also have a wider selection of medium tanks
than the Soviets. Once again this is a generalisation and there are a few exceptions to this rule.

German:
Higher HP limit
Better mobility
Higher rate of fire

Soviet:
Better armour / Slope on srmour
Slightly higher top speed
Slightly higher weapon damage & penetration

Heavy Tanks – These heavy powered breakthrough tanks are what the majority of players will aim
for in World of Tanks, Generally, slow, Heavy but generally very well armoured and armed they can
cause mass destruction on a large scale.

The Soviets out number the Germans in heavy tanks on World of Tanks as the Germans preferred
the faster, more agile medium tanks, however this does not count them out of the game. First thing
first, the Soviet tree regarding heavy tanks are very mixed, the first being weak, cumbersome tanks
and mostly useless, very slow and very weak armour even light tanks could penetrate their armour.
The only thing the first soviet heavies (KV Series) had going for them was the weapon, a 107mm
Zis-6 which could out gun most of the German medium and even the Tiger I tank. However if you
head through this route, proceed quickly, However once past the KV series you hit the IS series,
some of the best tanks in the game, very good solid armour, sloping to deflect a lot of shots. Good
speed and good weaponry. The German route is slightly different, they've got good heavies all
round, better viewing range than the Soviets, Slightly weaker armour (IS v Tiger series), weapon
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wise the Germans pack a faster rate of fire compared to the soviets (near double at times) and also
better armour penetration (at stock), especially at range, however a fully upgraded IS series V a fully
upgraded German heavy equals the penetration out. Germans do get a better HP than the Soviets,
again mobility overall has to go to the Germans.

However this all changes after the Tiger II, The German Introduce the super heavy tank, VK4502 (p)
and the legendary Maus Tank,

These overwhelm the the higher IS series (IS4/7) in Armour and HP, however are very slow, low
mobility and slow turret turning rate which means the faster, more nimble IS tanks can hit the flanks
or rear of the tanks quite easily, especially if the Germans have no medium support.

Germans:
Better mobility (Tiger series)
Faster rate of fire (all)
Higher HP (all)
Better weapon penetration (stock)
Better viewing range

Soviets:
Better Armour (IS series v Tiger series, Excluding KV series)
Better weapon damage (all)
Better speed (all)
Better mobility (IS series V Super Heavy)

Again these are not always correct, there may be a few exceptions but as a guide it is fairly accurate,

Artillery (SPG – Self Propelled Guns) – SPG's provide long range, indirect fire support in World
of Tanks and can be a most valuable asset, not needing the see the enermy they can hot key into a
birds eye view map and target indirect shots at enemies marked by your scouts or other tanks over
most obstacles. SPG's do not fire in the traditional sense of a straight line, they fire up and over in
an arc which means buildings or hills are not generally a problem for them.

Both teams have a very good selection of SPG's, There isn't much difference in the SPG's except for
the weaponry, The Germans have a slightly faster tracked tank with a better viewing range but
weaker HP and armour, Soviets boast higher armour and HP but slightly less viewing speed and
quite a lot less viewing range than the German counterparts. This is where any similarities end. The
Soviets start of with a faster firing rate than the Germans but less damage caused, however the
medium to higher tier SPG's it changes, with the Germans once again going for lower damage,
lower penetration but a higher rate of fire, being able to get the shots of quicker, where as the
Soviets have a higher damage, sometimes hundreds more with a slower rate of fire. Which team to
go for depends on how you wish to play, faster firing but lower damage or steady, aimed devastating
shots and how far up the tier you wish to go.

German:
Faster speed,
Better viewing range,
Higher rate of fire (higher tiers)
Better rate of fire (higher tiers)
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Soviets:
Better HP & armour
Higher damage,

Tank Destroyers – The Germans had the right word for these beast, Jagd, which translates to
hunt/hunter, Tanks destroyers are ambush tanks, the low profile makes them hard targets and very
effective. Whilst they have a fixed turret which means they are better suited to that of defensive
operations that offensive.

The differences between Soviet and German in the Tank destroyers are similar to that of the SPG's,
they start of relatively even with the main difference being the longer viewing range of the German
tanks, however as they progress the Germans once again opt for the faster firing lower calibre guns,
whilst the Soviets go for the heavier and higher calibre rounds with mass damage but slower fire
rates. Whilst the soviets sacrifice armour, as even their high tiered tank destroyers are lightly
armoured they have a good high speed to enable them to enter and exit combat quickly. The
Germans opted for a heavier thicker armour on their Tank Destroyers and this reduced the speed,

German:
Longer viewing range
Faster rate of fire
Heavier armour (later tiers)

Soviets:
Higher damage and penetration
Faster speeds
Better Mobility

4-1 Hellfire's Pick

So I've given most the facts, a few opinions but what do I really think? I've mainly gone down the
heavy route, and for that I felt the Soviets were best for me, however it is really a preference, if you
feel the speed, better armour over all and heavier fire power is for you then soviets may be best,
however if you miss a shot it can be very very costly. The German tree is good for those who wish
to keep agility on their side with the mediums while still packing a punch. I have an IS-3 which is
brilliant, I love her, I am also working towards a T-44. SPG wise I am heading down the German
route, faster firing means a miss isn't too bad. Tank destroyer I've gone down the soviet route,
starting off is hard, the SU76 is a bad tank destroyer, quite weak and cannot do a lot but later on the
SU152's have immense power. 
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4-2 Tactics

Using tactics is hard on World of Tanks, at present there is a distinct lack of team work, I think if
you were playing as larger groups then it'd be easier but I'll run through these for each class

Light Tanks:

You cannot sit and take precise aimed shots with a light tank, you do not have the armour to take the
hits, you stop your dead. Firing on the move is important with the light tanks, scouting for the
artillery and short sighted heavy tanks is the light tanks main job, however this does not mean rush
straight in there, you'll get shot without doing anything, firstly you need to get to their artillery, get
the artillery and it is a big win. Their artillery will be heavily protected at the back, best way to
approach these is from the flanks. People think driving straight down the middle as fast as possible
is the best option, from what I've seen those people end up dead. Plan your route, know where you
are going to go, going to come out and exfil from.

Also, as a light tank once you've spotted and marked the enemy, do not feel like you have to stick
around, retreating so you can last longer is brilliant and nothing to be ashamed off, remember most
of what you spot you cannot kill, no point sitting around to let them kill you. Remember if you get
out, you can scout again.

Medium Tanks:

These tanks are best to support the Heavy tanks on the flanks, they're fast but when they race in
front of the heavy support they are vulnerable to heavier fire power and other mediums and also
leave the heavy tanks vulnerable. Best tactics with these are to sit on the flanks and sides of the
Heavy tanks, medium and heavy tanks working in support can become unstoppable, with the heavy
armour and fire power of the heavy and the mediums on the flanks with the speed and good fire
power.

Heavy Tanks:

The best way to use a Heavy tank is with support, people believe that because your a heavy tank you
do not need support or help, this is not true.  Heavy tanks may need more support than the others.
Best way to use these are as breakthrough tanks and ideal at pushing into the enemy defences.
Problems are as the Heavy tanks are slow, with slow turret turning speed meaning smaller medium
tanks can run circles and chip away at the heavier armour of a Heavy if caught alone. With medium
tanks supporting a Heavy they can be very hard to deal with.

SPG's:

There isn't much for SPG's apart from stay behind the lines, slow speeds, fire rate and lack of any
armour and the fact they are indirect fire weapons strengthens this point. Hiding is the main thing
with the SPG's hiding in bushes, behind hills, ravines and out of the way of attacking forces, Scouts
are the best ally of the SPG, get the fast moving scouts in to light the enemy up and the artillery can
hopefully grab some quick kills at the start of the game. However they need to have close support
from the enemy scouts as they'll be hunting for you. Relocation is key with the artillery as
eventually they will work out where your hiding and will come for you.
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Tank Destroyers:

These are a very defensive type of tank, suited more to ambush tactics due to their lack of a turret
and generally weak side and rear armour. To use the Tank destroyer effectively it is similar to an
artillery, however you do not sit as far back you need to be behind the main attacking line, Tank
destroyers work best in bottle neck areas, valleys or towns where it is hard for the enemy to flank
you. Again, hiding and ambush tactics work very well with these tanks but lack a good ability to
attack due to the risk of being hit on the flanks.

5-0 Disclaimer & Thanks

I would firstly like say that this guide is not official in anyway and has not been made or produced
in part by the developers of the game. All material (Images & Written) belong to myself but may be
used to shared in full or part, please however give credit.

I would also like to thank the developers at wargaming.net for making a most wonderful game, and I
cannot wait for the full version, 

If any one has any questions, wish to add any additional knowledge or opinons or feels there are
things missing please let me know by email or via online forums, I can be contacted three ways

Techpowerup forums via PM (Username) Hellfire
World of Tanks forum via PM (Username) Hellfire8
Email – kacey8 [at] gmail [dot] com
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